Good morning from all of the team at Radiant Architectural
Lighting.
We are delighted to announce the appointment of Iain Ross as the
agent for Radiant Architectural Lighting in Scotland.
In this latest newsletter, we’re sharing news about a selection of
our recent projects, showcasing some of our innovative product
range.
For more information about any of the products below, or any other
solutions from our extensive range, please contact Iain, or any of
our team, who will be happy to help, or arrange a virtual meeting
to discuss your project.

Iain Ross

+ 44 ( 0 ) 7718126224

iain@2020visionlighting.co.uk

Deniz Mall, Baku, Azerbaijan

Deniz Mall, Baku, Azerbaijan
Lighting design by MBLD

3D LED Flex 40 IP66
Modular, 3D flexible LED exterior linear lighting system
Up to 5,000 Lumens per Mtr

Deniz Mall, Baku, Azerbaijan
Lighting design by MBLD

Euclid 60 IP65
Exterior LED linear lighting system
Up to 6,000 Lumens per Mtr.

Deniz Mall, the much-anticipated new retail, leisure and entertainment centre designed by Chapman Taylor, recently had its soft-opening to
the public in central Baku.
MBLD specified the Radiant 3D LED Flex 40 IP66 system to light the curved roof surfaces of the eight star-shaped wings of the builiding
which are are inspired by Azerbaijan’s national emblem.
1.5 km of the system, with individually adjustable and lockable 100 mm modules was used for this project. A combination of elliptical and
medium beam optics were used to wash the surfaces as effectively as possible.
MBLD also specified the Radiant Euclid 60 IP65 linear lighting system fitted with strongly asymmetric optics for this project to graze the
rectalinear surfaces over the Mall’s entrances.

University of Edinburgh Old College Dome

University of Edinburgh Old College Dome
Lighting design by Nich Smith Lighting Design

3D LED Flex 40 IP66
Modular, 3D Flexible, exterior, LED linear lighting system
Up to 5,000 Lumens per Mtr.

Radiant’s 3D LED Flex 40 IP66 system is used to illuminate the University of Edinburgh Old College Dome. The patented articulated joint
system joining the heat sink modules allows the system to follow the round profile of the building. The system is mounted on adjustableangle brackets around the circumference of the dome in three rings. Each 100 mm module was fitted with 4 x high power LEDs, narrow
elliptical beam opticcs, providing a light graze effect up the exterior of the various sections of the dome and the gilded statue of Youth, by
John Hutchison, which crowns the dome.

K11 MUSEA, Hong Kong

3D LED Flex 40 IP20
Modular, 3D flexible LED exterior linear lighting system
Up to 5,000 Lumens per Mtr

K11 MUSEA, Hong Kong
Lighting design by Speirs Major

K11 MUSEA is the new cultural and retail destination on Victoria Dockside in Hong Kong.
Speirs Major specified the Radiant 3D LED Flex 40 IP20 system to graze two skylights in the ceiling of the ‘Opera Theatre’, K11 MUSEA’s
stunning atrium.
The 3D LED Flex 40 IP20 System, with high-power LEDs and elliptical beam lenses was finished in a custom RAL colour to match the rest of
the interior.

The McEwan Hall, University of Edinburgh

The McEwan Hall, University of Edinburgh
Lighting design by Buro Happold
Radiant’s 3D LED Flex 100 IP20 System was used to illuminate the dome of the McEwan Hall at the University of Edinburgh. This version of
the system incorporates elliptical beam lenses and adjustable angle aiming brackets.

3D LED Flex 100 IP20
Modular, 3D flexible LED exterior linear lighting system
Up to 9,500 Lumens per Mtr

Lakeside Shopping Centre, UK

Lakeside Shopping Centre, UK
Lighting design by Hoare Lea
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3D LED Flex 100 IP66
Modular, 3D flexible LED exterior linear lighting system
Up to Up to 8,700 Lumens per mtr
Hoare Lea specified the Radiant 3D LED Flex 100 IP66 system to backlight the decorative laser-cut perforated facade detail of the recently
extended Lakeside Shopping Centre. The system was supplied with different numbers of individual modules joined together with flexible
exterior cable to provide complete flexibility of length as well as aiming angle. Each 100 mm module was fitted with high power LEDs,
narrow optics and a three blade louvre anti-glare snoot to provide excellent visual comfort.
The 3D LED Flex 100 IP66 System is mechanically flexible in 3 dimensions and the lensed version can provide up to 8,700 Lumens per Mtr.
Launched in 2018, it won ‘Exterior Product of the Year’ at both the Light Middle East Awards and at the darc Awards.

Encompass Control Room, London

Encompass Control Room, London
Photography by LundHalsey

Centura System IP20 - double spacing between modules
Modular, flexible LED interior linear lighting system
2 x high-power LEDs with elliptical beam lenses per module
Radiant worked closely with the in-house design team at the TV monitoring and support company Encompass to create a ceiling mounted
lighting system that would provide glare-free illumination on the work surfaces with no spill light on the multiple screens in the control
rooms.
Radiant developed a custom surface mounted version of the Centura 40 system with double spaced, extra deep, 100 mm modules and
louvres incorporating 2 high-power LEDs fitted with very narrow elliptical beam lenses.
The system provides a perfect line of light along the curved desks, while the anti-glare louvres provide excellent visual comfort and control.

Wimpole Street Dental Clinic, London

Wimpole Street Dental Clinic, London
Lighting design by Syntax Lighting
Photography by Richard Washbrooke
Dental surgery design by Apollo Interiors
Ana Stojadinovic from Synatax Lighting specified elliptical shaped Radiant Centura 40 pendants to provide both up- and down-light for the
surgeries at the newly opened Wimpole Street Dental Clinic.
The Centura system provides a highly controlled lit effect, whilst also being visually elegant in its form factor.
Each 100mm module comprises four high-power LEDs with elliptical beam lenses providing the down-light output. Gold finish anodized
anti-glare louvres provide excellent visual comfort and add a warm tint to the light output. Every second module has a dynamic-white COB
housed in the top which provides a wash of light onto the ceiling.
The project incoporated Casambi wireless controls.

Centura system IP20
Modular, interior LED linear lighting system
Up to 5,500 Lumens per Mtr. Flexible or fixed-shape versions available

Newfoundland Tower, London

MBLD specified the Radiant Euclid 100 IP66 system to illuminate the crown of the residential Newfoundland tower at Canary Wharf London
with a warm wash of projected light.
Producing up to 12,000 Lumens per mtr, the Euclid 100 incorporates twin linear light engines. Each row can be fitted with different optics
depending on the project requirements and dimmed separately. For this application, narrow elliptical beam lenses were used to project light
as far as possible up the facade with medium beam lenses being used to fill in the near field.
Self-locking, adjustable-angle mounting brackets allow the luminaires to be precisely aimed, perfectly highlighting the diamond pattern of
the external diagrid structure.

Sandvikslykta, Norway

Sandvikslykta, Oslo, Norway
Lighting design and luminaire design by Zenisk
Winner of ‘Best special product’, Nordic Lighting Design Awards 2020
Photo by T.Majewski, Fovea Studio

Water Effect Light System IP65
Exterior DMX controlled, dynamic LED effect lighting system
Custom Water Effect Light fixtures were incorporated into
the Zenisk-designed luminaires

Zenisk specified Radiant 150 IP 65 Water Effect Lights to produce a gently changing lit effect, reminiscent of a gently flickering lantern, in a
set of bespoke stainless steel bollards for the Sandvika river promenade development in Bærum, in Oslo.
Each bollard incorporates a customised Radiant 150 IP 65 Water effect luminaire with a matrix of LEDs of varying colour temperatures
and an integral DMX controller.
The dynamic light output illuminates the custom pieces of decorative crystal-glass made by local glass makers, Hadeland Glassverk.
The Sandviksykta project luminaires won a Nordic Lighting Design Award in the category of best special product for a project in 2020.
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